I-Smooth is the first commercial machine for the Ho.Re.Ca.
market that dispenses refreshing and delicious smoothies
within seconds.
It’s a real revolution: combining the I-Pro slusher advanced
technology with the powerful
technology.
The result is a machine that makes real frozen smoothies,
delivering a delicious, refreshing and healthy drink with a unique
texture.
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Also available with
refrigerating gas R290

Insulating Bowl I-Tank TM

2

Capacity (finished product)

11+11

Cover

LED based cold lighting

Cooling System

Air

Control Board

Mechanical

Defrost Mode Refrigerating

Manual/Automatic with mechanical timer

Gas

R 404 a/R 290

Dimensions (WxDxH)

46x65x90 cm

Net Weight

76.5 Kg

Standard Voltage

230/50V/Hz

Absorption

1680 Watt

Standard Colours

black

I-Smooth is equipped with I-Tank™, the exclusive
insulated bowl patented by SPM Drink Systems:
thanks to its double wall, increases the machine
cooling power and counteracts heat exchange
between product and ambient.
The unique I-Tank bowl reduces condensation on the
external part of the bowl, providing a more attractive
look.
The clever design and practical handle on the front
of the bowl allows easy removal, handling and
cleaning.

The innovative dispensing zone has been designed to
switch the blender unit on only when required, thus
ensuring a freshly blended product, thanks to the
patented
technology.
I-Smooth is user-friendly: two led lights located just below
each bowl will inform you about the readiness of your
product. Green light stands for “Ready”, red light stands
for “Not Ready”.
The machine is also equipped with a mechanical timer
which is used to set the defrost mode that keeps the
product chilled & fresh during the night. User can change
the texture of the smoothie from the back panel of the
machine.
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